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1. **Pressure cargo tank**

   A cargo tank designated for a working pressure $\geq$ 400 kPa. A pressure cargo tank is independent. In principle, it is installed so as not to be submitted to stresses resulting from hull deformations. It has to be built according to applicable codes.

2. **Closed cargo tank**

   A cargo tank connected to the outside atmosphere through a device preventing unacceptable overpressure or vacuum.

3. **Open cargo tank with flame arrester**

   A cargo tank connected to the outside atmosphere through a device fitted with flame arresters.

4. **Open cargo tank**

   A cargo tank connected to the outside atmosphere.

5. **Independent cargo tank**

   A cargo tank which is permanently built-in, but which is independent from the vessel’s structure.
6. **Integral cargo tank**

A cargo tank which is part of the vessel’s hull structure and which is submitted to the same requirements as the vessel’s structure itself.

7. **Cargo tank with walls distinct from outer hull**

An integral cargo tank the bottom and side walls of which do not form the outer hull of the vessel or an independent cargo tank.